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CHARITABLE GIFT
AGREEMENTS: RESTRICTIONS,
NAMING RIGHTS,
ENFORCEMENT AND
ENSURING DEDUCTIBILITY
OF CONTRIBUTIONS

CHARITABLE GIFT AGREEMENTS
Agenda
• Charitable giving in estate planning

• Critical elements of gift agreements
• Legal issues stemming from ineffective charitable agreements
• Critical considerations in negotiating and drafting gift agreements
• The impact of conditions and restrictions on the deduction of donor
contributions
• Best practices to avoid or manage litigation stemming from gift
agreements
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CHARITABLE GIVING
WHAT IS A CHARITABLE GIFT?
Charitable Contributions
•

A charitable contribution is a donation or gift to, or for the use of, a qualified organization. It is voluntary
and is made without getting, or expecting to get, anything of equal value. A qualified organization includes
nonprofit groups that are religious, charitable, educational, scientific, or literary in purpose, or that work to
prevent cruelty to children or animals.

Deduction
•

Under IRC Section 170, individuals can take a charitable income tax deduction for a transfer of money or
property to a permissible donee, in proper form, provided there is no receipt of economic consideration or
benefit to the individual

Deferred Giving

•

A misnomer because it implies that the gift itself is deferred when, in fact, it is not.

•

The charitable donee receives an immediate gift of an interest in the donated property; it is only the donee’s
enjoyment of the gift that is deferred to a sometimes certain, sometimes uncertain, future time.
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CHARITABLE GIVING
CHARITABLE VEHICLES AND DEDUCTIONS
Type of Organization

Cash

Appreciated Securities

- Public Charity

60% of AGI

30% of AGI

- Private Foundation (Operating or Non-Operating)

30% of AGI

20% of AGI

- Donor Advised Fund

Same as Public Charity

Same as Public Charity

- Fiscal Sponsor

Same as Public Charity

Same as Public Charity

- Community Trust

Same as Public Charity

Same as Public Charity

- Charitable Remainder/Lead Trust

Based on the annuity or unitrust amount
paid to the beneficiary vs amount going to
charity

AT DEATH

Full deduction to Public Charity or Private
Foundation

DURING LIFE

Full deduction to Public Charity or Private
Foundation
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CHARITABLE GIVING
CHARITABLE DONEES
The charitable deduction allowed for federal estate tax purposes, like that allowed for income tax purposes, depends on the type of organization to
which a gift is made.
Differences between Income and Estate Tax Charitable Deductions
•

The differences between qualified donees for income tax purposes and for estate tax purposes can sometimes cause serious problems in
determining whether a trust qualifies as a charitable remainder annuity trust or unitrust

•

E.g., gifts to certain cemetery companies qualify for the income tax charitable deduction while such orgs are not named as qualified
recipients for estate tax purposes

Type of Entity
❑ Estate tax purposes – the donee of such a gift must be a corporation, a trust, or a fraternal society
❑ Income Tax Purposes – entity must be a community chest, fund, or foundation
Foreign Organizations
•

The income tax deduction requires that the donee of a contribution for religious, charitable, scientific literary, or educational
purposes be a domestic org (§170(c)(2)(A)) whereas the donee of such a gift need not be a domestic org for purposes of the estate
tax charitable deduction
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CHARITABLE GIVING
DONOR INTENT
Select the appropriate charitable vehicle
- Ability to be involved in organization’s decisions and
activities
- Interest in selecting grantees
- Income stream to donor
- Ability to satisfy IRS distribution requirements

- Income tax deduction or estate tax deduction
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CHARITABLE GIVING
DEFERRED GIVING
Limitations on use of Deferred Giving
•

Gift of a remainder interest is a gift of a partial interest in property, as the gift represents something less than the
donor’s entire interest in the property

•

In such cases, a contribution deduction is allowable for income tax purposes “only to the extent that
the value of the interest contributed would be allowable as a deduction … if such interest had been
transferred in trust.” (exceptions apply, e.g. charitable gift annuity)

•

A contribution of a remainder interest in trust is allowed as a charitable deduction for income, gift
and estate tax purposes only if the trust vehicle by which the gift is made meets certain stringent
requirements

•

There are only 3 approved trust forms that may be used for qualifying charitable gifts of remainder
interests
❑

Charitable remainder annuity trust (CRAT);

❑

Charitable remainder unitrust (CRUT); and

❑

Pooled Income Fund
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CRITICAL ELEMENTS OF GIFT
AGREEMENTS
• What is a gift agreement?
• Memorialization of the donor’s intent to make a gift

• Charity’s written acceptance of the gift (and the terms and
conditions of the gift)
• If donor provides a restriction, the restriction should reflect the
donor’s intent

• What is an effective gift agreement?
• Precisely reflects the donor’s specific intent with respect to the use
of the gift
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CRITICAL ELEMENTS OF GIFT
AGREEMENTS
• Practical Pointers:
• Gift agreements should be clear and specific

• Leave room for flexibility
• Consider the possibility for changed circumstances
• Prepare a well-drafted template agreement
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CRITICAL ELEMENTS OF GIFT
AGREEMENTS
• Identify the parties
• Donor intent
• Gift purpose
• Gift amount and payment schedules
• Remedies
• Reporting to donor
• Changed circumstances
• Naming provisions
• Enforcement and donor standing
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CRITICAL ELEMENTS OF GIFT AGREEMENTS:
GIFT AMOUNT AND INSTALLMENT
PAYMENTS
• When will the gift be paid?
• How – cash, securities?
• What happens if the entire gift is not paid? Or the promise is not fulfilled?
• Does the donor or his family have the ability to make additional gifts?
“Additional Gifts. Donor reserves the right to increase any endowed fund made
pursuant to this Agreement through additional gifts and hereby consents to additional
contributions to the Fund by any individual, corporation, foundation, trust, estate, or other
legal entity through individual gift, bequest, or other gift vehicle, and all gifts so
designated shall be subject to the provisions of this Agreement.”
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CRITICAL ELEMENTS OF GIFT
AGREEMENTS: REMEDIES
• What happens if donor does not satisfy a pledge?
• What happens if done donee does not use the funds for its specific purposes?
“Minimum Funding Level. Donor acknowledges and understands that the minimum
amount needed to fully fund an endowed scholarship fund shall be $100,000). If, after
the specified pledge period is ended, the value of the Fund is less than such minimum
amount, the Fund may be transferred to and merged with an existing endowment or
other fund at Graduate School approved by the University whose purpose will most
nearly accomplish the Donor’s intentions evidenced by the purposes described above.”
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CRITICAL ELEMENTS OF GIFT
AGREEMENTS: REPORTING TO DONORS
• What type of reporting does the donor want from the charity?
• How will the donor or donor’s family review long-term gifts?
• Who will receive the reports?
• Donors family or designated representative?

• Require regular but not onerous reporting

• Do the reporting requirements align with the charity’s financial
processes, particular timing of close of gifts with the end of the
charity’s fiscal year
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CRITICAL ELEMENTS OF GIFT
AGREEMENTS: REPORTING TO DONORS
•

Charity’s Obligations
•

Clear rules on reporting

•

What are the charity’s standards and protocols for review and reporting?

•

Assign individuals responsible to prepare the reports

•

What information will be included in the reports?

•

what is to be contained in the reports, and who is to receive the reports.

“Graduate School shall provide periodic reports to the donor on the status of the endowment, including all accumulated income, and the
use of the funds.”
“Graduate School shall provide periodic reports on the use of the funds, at a minimum on an annual basis”
“Reports on performance of the gift and use of the proceeds shall be provided annually to the Donor for endowment gifts, long-term
restricted gifts, and capital improvement gifts. For capital and current use gifts, once the gift has been fully paid and/or employed by
Graduate School for the purpose specified in this Agreement, Graduate School will normally report at least one time (except as the
Donor and the Graduate School may otherwise mutually agree in writing) on the outcome of the gift.”
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CRITICAL ELEMENTS OF GIFT AGREEMENTS:
CHANGED CIRCUMSTANCES
• What happens if the purpose of a gift can no longer be fulfilled by
the charity?
• What happens if the purpose has been fulfilled already?
• Plan for remedies and alternative use of the charitable gift
• Small, Old Funds Procedures - UPMIFA
• Under $25,000

• More than 10 years since establishment
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CRITICAL ELEMENTS OF GIFT AGREEMENTS:
CHANGED CIRCUMSTANCES
• “If due to changed circumstances, the gift created in this agreement becomes unlawful,
impossible, impracticable or wasteful [unduly burdensome to carry out the above
purpose,] then the Donor intends that this gift be used for ... [specific alternative use]
purposes or otherwise as nearly as possible to the original purpose outlined in this
agreement.”

• “material change in circumstances such that the financial wellbeing of the Charity will be
severely and adversely affected if it continues to apply the gift restrictions imposed by this
gift agreement”
• “Graduate School may use the remaining portion of Donor’s gift for any related charitable
purpose of Graduate School which, as determined by the Dean of Graduate School, will
most nearly accomplish Donor’s wishes.”

• “the remaining portion of Donor’s gift will instead be used for
_________________________ purposes or otherwise as nearly as possible to Donor’s
original intent.”
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CRITICAL ELEMENTS OF GIFT AGREEMENTS:
CHANGED CIRCUMSTANCES

• Gift Over
• Donor could choose to name the successor donee charity
• “the remaining portion of Donor’s gift will be paid to Donor’s alternative charitable organization”
• “Should Graduate School lose its tax-exempt status as described in Section 501(c)(3) of the
Internal Revenue Code, as amended (the “Code”) or otherwise cease to exist, the Board of
Directors of the University shall distribute the remaining portion of all gifts made pursuant to this
Agreement to its 501(c)(3) successor in interest, if any, so long as such successor has a mission
and purpose which is the same as or closely similar to that of University. If there is no successor in
interest to the University that so qualifies, then the Board of Directors of the University shall
distribute all assets remaining in the Fund to one or more charitable organizations qualified as
501(c)(3) organizations under the Code which have purposes that are as similar as reasonably
possible to those of the University.”
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CRITICAL ELEMENTS OF GIFT AGREEMENTS:
NAMING AND RECOGNITION

• Under the code, public acknowledge of a gift, including naming of a program, scholarship, facility or
otherwise, does not constitute a benefit to the donor
•

As long as the gift furthers the organization’s charitable purposes, the deductibility of a gift conditioned on the naming
opportunity will be honored
•

Incidental benefit

“Publication and Acknowledgment. In recognition of this gift and to express Graduate School’s appreciation,
Graduate School may acknowledge and publicize this gift in the form of news announcements, both internal and
external, honor rolls. The name to be used in such publication and announcement shall be: Donor Smith, or such
other name as may be provided to Graduate School in writing by Donor.”
• Anonymity
•

Donor may wish that his identity be anonymous or that the amount of the gift

•

Clarify the language regarding the level of anonymity
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CRITICAL ELEMENTS OF GIFT AGREEMENTS:
NAMING AND RECOGNITION

• Include specific provisions on the naming of a facility, program, etc.
• Consider
• Timing of naming or installation (of plaque or signage)
• Upon satisfaction of the gift
• When half the gift is paid
• Design, location
• Change in use of facility
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CRITICAL ELEMENTS OF GIFT AGREEMENTS:
NAMING AND RECOGNITION

• Perpetual naming
• Charity’s reservation of naming rights
• Address any right of the charity to rename a building
• Bad boy clause
• Removal of Naming
• Can the name be removed if the gift is not completed
• Renaming after a specified number of years
• if the building is no longer used or is to be demolished – useful life

• What is the charity’s naming policy?
• gift agreement can expressly override he terms of the naming policy
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CRITICAL ELEMENTS OF GIFT AGREEMENTS:
NAMING AND RECOGNITION

“Reservation of Naming: The proposed naming of any academic program,
professorship, center, institute, department, physical structure, or part thereof
must be mutually acceptable to the Donor and Graduate School.
“Approval of Naming. Any naming is and shall be subject to the Naming Policies
and Procedures of Graduate School as in effect from time to time administered
by the Gift Acceptance Committee.”
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CRITICAL ELEMENTS OF GIFT AGREEMENTS:
ENFORCEMENT AND DONOR STANDING

•

Who has standing to enforce a gift?
•

Donors and their descendants do not necessarily have standing

•

Prior case law:
•

Rule in most state courts has been that a donor does not have standing to sue a charitable organization to enforce a gift restriction

•

Common law principal that the donor relinquishes all rights in the property when the gift is made – completed gift

•

right inures to the benefit of the public
•

•

Attorney General represents charitable beneficiaries/public

Current trend
•

Courts are increasingly giving donor’s the right to enforce restricted gifts

•

Law is still evolving

•

Donors may wish to include provisions in their gift agreements giving themselves, their estates, or other identifiable parties the power to enforce restricted gifts

•

To promote enforcement:
•

Expressly confer standing and a right to sue on the donor, the donor’s family, or other designees to bring suit for enforcement of the gift restrictions

•

Gift agreement should contain language granting the donor standing to sue if the gift restriction is not honored
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CRITICAL ELEMENTS OF GIFT AGREEMENTS:
ENFORCEMENT AND DONOR STANDING

“Donor Enforcement.The parties hereby agree that the Donor, Donor’s spouse,
Donor’s descendants and [ _________________________ (add any other
desired designee to enforce the agreement)] shall have standing and a right to
sue Graduate School if Graduate School fails to abide by the terms of this
Agreement, including, without limitation, the charitable gift purposes restrictions
described in this Agreement.”
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CRITICAL ELEMENTS OF GIFT
AGREEMENTS
• Binding obligation
•

“Donor acknowledges and confirms that this agreement shall be considered an enforceable legal
obligation upon donor, donor’s estate, donor’s heirs and assigns, donor’s legal and personal
representatives and the executors or administrator of donor’s estate.”

•

“If upon Donor’s death, the commitment set forth in this agreement has not yet been fulfilled, then
the balance due on this commitment shall become a debt of Donor’s estate.”

• Reliance – “Donor acknowledges that Graduate School has relied on this gift.”
• Governing law
• Amendment – e.g., agreement may be amended only in writing signed by authorized persons
• Entire Agreement – written agreement is the entire agreement between the parties
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LEGAL ISSUES RELATED TO ENFORCEMENT
CHARITABLE AGREEMENTS
Five Key Charitable Traits Applicable to “Millennials”
• Test the water
• Peer behavior
• Value proposition
• Expansive understanding of “returns”
• Higher willingness to enforce charitable gifts
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LEGAL ISSUES RELATED TO ENFORCEMENT
OF CHARITABLE AGREEMENTS
Large Transfer of Wealth
• Large Transfer of Wealth is Occurring and Will Continue to Occur
• Giving Pledge
• Robert W. Wilson, $147.2 million pledge
• Philip Knight, $105 million pledge to Stanford University
• Intergenerational Disputes / Does the next generation connect with charity?
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LEGAL ISSUES RELATED TO ENFORCEMENT
OF CHARITABLE AGREEMENTS
Does the Agreement Contain a Dispute Resolution Provision?
• Arbitration: yes/no ?
• Forum Requirement
• Choice of Law
“All disputes, claims, or controversies arising relating to this Agreement shall be resolved trough
arbitration under the Commercial Arbitration Rules of the American Arbitration Association (“AAA”).
The arbitration shall take place before a single arbitrator to be chosen by agreement of the Parties,
or failing such agreement, in accordance with AAA rules. Judgment upon the finding entered may be
entered in any court having jurisdiction.”
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LEGAL ISSUES RELATED TO ENFORCEMENT OF
CHARITABLE AGREEMENTS
Theories of Enforcement: General Contract Law
• Is the Agreement a legally binding contract?
• All elements of a contract must be present: offer, acceptance and
consideration
• Offer and acceptance are generally easily found
• Element of consideration is more difficult to ascertain
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LEGAL ISSUES RELATED TO ENFORCEMENT OF
CHARITABLE AGREEMENTS
Theories of Enforcement: General Contract Law
• Consideration from Donor to Charity is generally easily found as a
result of either the payment or the promise to pay
• Consideration from the Charity to Donor is more elusive
• Has the Charity conferred any benefit on the Donor?
• Has the Charity used the Donor’s pledge to entice the other Donors to
give gift?
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LEGAL ISSUES RELATED TO ENFORCEMENT OF
CHARITABLE AGREEMENTS
• Courts have generally been liberal in their attempts to find
consideration for charitable pledges and charitable
agreements
• Estate of Wheeler. 1 N.E.2d 425 (Ill. App. 1st Dist. 1936).
• Pledge made to church
• Consideration was found by the mere fact that the church agreed to
act in some way that it was not otherwise obligated to act

• “Peppercorn” of Consideration
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LEGAL ISSUES RELATED TO ENFORCEMENT OF
CHARITABLE AGREEMENTS
Theories of Enforcement: Promissory Estoppel
• Promissory estoppel can be used to enforce a charitable gift
agreement or pledge where consideration is not found to
exist
• Principles of promissory estoppel are best defined as follows:
a promise which the promisor should reasonably expect to
induce an action or forbearance is binding if injustice can be
avoided only by enforcement of the promise. Restatement
(Second) Contracts Section 90 (1981).
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LEGAL ISSUES RELATED TO ENFORCEMENT OF
CHARITABLE AGREEMENTS
Theories of Enforcement: Promissory Estoppel
• Promissory estoppel may be argued by the charity in which the
donor promised to give funds, the charity relied on that promise
and the charity acted in reliance on that promise.
• Promissory estoppel may be argued by a donor to enforce a
promise made by a charity in a gift agreement where the charity
promised to take an affirmative act on behalf of the donor, the
donor relied on the promise and the donor acted in reliance on
that promise.
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LEGAL ISSUES RELATED TO ENFORCEMENT OF
CHARITABLE AGREEMENTS
Theories of Enforcement: Promissory Estoppel
Estate of Robert W. Sessions v. Rush Medical Center
• $1.5 million pledge to Rush University Medical Center
• Construction of facility to be named after him
• After construction was completed, the payment of pledge was removed from
Will and donor died
• Illinois court enforced pledge on the basis of detrimental reliance
• Consideration was found by the mere fact that the church agreed to act in
some way that it was not otherwise obligated to act
“It is agreed that each of the parties is reliant on the other to fulfill the obligations noted
in this Agreement. The failure by either party to fulfill its obligations will be detrimental to
the other.”
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LEGAL ISSUES RELATED TO ENFORCEMENT OF
CHARITABLE AGREEMENTS

Theories of Enforcement: Public Policy Concerns
•

Should a charity take steps to enforce Gift Agreement or Pledge
•

Risk of public backlash

•

Does a charity have a fiduciary duty to enforce pledge
•

UMIFA requires that a charitable organization has a duty to exercise ordinary business care and
prudence in governing its funds

•

IRS rules generally prohibit a charity from simply giving away its assets except to other charities or
for its charitable purpose. Is forgiveness of pledge in violation of this rule?

•

What is the overall impact to the charity/donor?

•

Size of gift/impact on other donors/affect of litigation in community to both donor and charity
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LESSONS LEARNED: CRITICAL CONSIDERATIONS
IN NEGOTIATING AND DRAFTING GIFT
AGREEMENTS USING LEGAL HISTORY AS A GUIDE
• Items that should be included in Gift Agreements can best be
learned using case law as a guide

• Naming rights, purpose clauses, attorney general involvement,
overly restrictive clauses and amendment by charity have all been
hotly litigated matters related to Charitable Gift Agreements
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LESSONS LEARNED: CRITICAL CONSIDERATIONS IN
NEGOTIATING AND DRAFTING GIFT AGREEMENTS USING
LEGAL HISTORY AS A GUIDE
• Princeton Litigation
• Barnes Litigation
• Arizona University Litigation/Salem State College
• Tyco Litigation
• Buck Trust
• Sackler Family
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LESSONS LEARNED: CRITICAL CONSIDERATIONS IN
NEGOTIATING AND DRAFTING GIFT AGREEMENTS USING
LEGAL HISTORY AS A GUIDE
Princeton Litigation
• $35 million gift to Princeton University in 1961

• Purpose: “ To strengthen the government of the United States by
improving facilities for training and education of men and women for
government service.
• Lessons learned:
• No rational theory to calculate whether purpose was adequately
achieved.
• Determine standing
• Concept of Family Representative
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LESSONS LEARNED: CRITICAL CONSIDERATIONS IN
NEGOTIATING AND DRAFTING GIFT AGREEMENTS USING
LEGAL HISTORY AS A GUIDE
• Barnes Litigation
• Endowment of art collection

• Restrictions placed on trustees as to where the art
collection was to be placed
• Trustees wanted to move art to new location
• Lessons learned:
• Make sure restrictions are reasonable
• Is the donor on “both sides of the table”
• How to support non-cash restricted gifts
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LESSONS LEARNED: CRITICAL CONSIDERATIONS IN
NEGOTIATING AND DRAFTING GIFT AGREEMENTS USING
LEGAL HISTORY AS A GUIDE
Buck Trust

• Buck Trust created out of charitable bequest
• Restrictions in trust that money was to be for “charitable, religious or educational
purposes in providing care for the needy in Marin County, California
• My mid 80’s Trust value had ballooned to more than $400 million and advocates wanted
the money to be used for purposes outside on Marin County
• Lessons learned:
• Consider Alternative Purpose Clause
• Who can invoke alternative purpose
• Cy pres / Alternate Deviation
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LESSONS LEARNED: CRITICAL CONSIDERATIONS IN
NEGOTIATING AND DRAFTING GIFT AGREEMENTS USING
LEGAL HISTORY AS A GUIDE
Sackler Family
• Sackler Family has made/or pledged large charitable donations to places such
as Columbia University, Britain’s National Portrait Gallery and Harvard

• Sackler Family traces its fortunes to Purdue Pharma, a private company that
produces OxyContin
• Certain institutions are no longer accepting gifts from the family
• Similar to Taubman/Kozlowski/Salem State College/ Arizona U. cases

• Lessons learned:
• Know Your Donor
• Provide for “out” clauses
• Consider time frames or “re-ups” for naming rights issues
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LESSONS LEARNED: CRITICAL CONSIDERATIONS IN
NEGOTIATING AND DRAFTING GIFT AGREEMENTS USING
LEGAL HISTORY AS A GUIDE
• Finalize Gift with Gift Agreement
• Explain Purpose
• Set Standards and Goals
• Promissory Estoppel/Detrimental Reliance
• Family Representative
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CONDITIONS, RESTRICTIONS AND
DEDUCTION OF DONOR CONTRIBUTIONS
• The impact of conditions and restrictions on the deduction of donor contributions
• Certain restrictions on gifts may reduce or eliminate the charitable income tax
deduction
•

Valuation. Generally, the income or estate tax charitable deduction is equal to the contributed
property’s fair market value on the date of the gift or bequest.

•

Restrictions placed on the marketability or use of the contributed property may impair the value of
the gift and, therefore, its deductibility.

• Donor expectations
•

Donor may have to adjust the type and degree of the desired restriction in order to ensure the
charitable income tax deduction

•

Some donors are willing to give up a portion of the charitable deduction to implement their
restrictions

•

Some donors will only want the restriction if it does not impact their charitable deduction
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PERMISSIBLE GIFT RESTRICTIONS
• What is an effective gift restriction?
• Reflects the donor’s specific intent within the gift instrument

• Is enforceable in court
• Enforceable by donor or donor’s designee
• Enforceable by the charity
• Generates a charitable income tax deduction
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CONDITIONS, RESTRICTIONS AND
DEDUCTION OF DONOR CONTRIBUTIONS
•

•

Think of conditions and restrictions as stipulations placed on a gift by a donor
•

Not always clear

•

Some gifts are both conditional and restricted

Restrictions
•

•

Conditions
•

•

limit the way in which the donee may use the gift

must be fulfilled before a donee is entitled to receive (or keep) a gift

Accounting Rules
•

Accounting rules for conditions and restrictions are very different

•

Federal Account Standards Board SFAS 116
•

•

defines a condition as an uncertain future event which must occur before a promise based on that event becomes binding on
the donor

Must properly identify whether a stipulation is a condition or a restriction so that the gift is properly reported as to time and class of
net assets
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PERMISSIBLE GIFT RESTRICTIONS
Reg. 1.170A-1(e):
•

The contribution of land to a city to be used as a public park, when the city intends to use the land for such purpose at the time of the gift.

•

Creation of an endowment fund for a particular university department

•

Donation of funds for the construction of a building sought to be built by an exempt organization

•

Placing Conditions on Gifts

•

•

Retained right to place conditions on the property after the gift is already made could make it an incomplete gift

•

But what about donor advised funds?
•

Gifts to DAFs are fully deductible even though donor makes recommendations after the gift to the DAF is made

•

Why?

•

DAF recommendations = nonbinding recommendations regarding the distribution of previously contributed property

Conditions on Donation of Property (instead of cash)
•

Donor imposed restrictions on the gift (even if permissible) could reduce the value of the gift, which means a reduction of the
donor’s charitable deduction
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COMMON GIFT RESTRICTIONS
• Restricted gift
• Donor restricts the specific uses of the gift
• Accounting definition of restricted is a bit different

• Investment restrictions
• Holding period
• Ability to sell or transfer gift

• Restrictions on terms of an endowment
• Invasion of principal
• Timing

• Naming
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IMPERMISSIBLE GIFT RESTRICTIONS

•

•

Reversionary clause
•

Used to help ensure that their gift restrictions are followed.

•

For example, a donor gives property to a municipality to be used exclusively as a public park and provides that the ownership of the
property will revert back to the donor or donor’s family if the municipality failed to honor these restrictions.

•

Caution – the charitable transfer may be nondeductible unless the reversion is “so remote as to be negligible.”

Conditions precedent
•

•

A charitable deduction may also be denied if a transfer is dependent on the happening of an event before the transfer becomes effective,
unless the possibility that the event will not occur meets the ‘so remote as to be negligible‘ test.

Rev. Rul. 79-24916
•

involved a gift to a public school system to build a new school, but which would revert back to the donor if the remaining funds were
not raised to complete the construction

•

The IRS ruled that the chance that the additional funds would not be raised was not ‘so remote as to be negligible.

•

While a deduction was allowed, the donor needed to defer claiming the deduction until it was clear that the building would be
constructed.
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IMPERMISSIBLE GIFT RESTRICTIONS
• Gifts for individuals (earmarked gifts)
• Contributions are deductible only if they are ‘to or for the use of‘ a
charitable organization, not a designated individual, particularly one who
may be involved with the charity
• Donor cannot make distributions to a charity, earmark them for a
particular person, and expect to get a charitable deduction
• No charitable deducting for earmarked gifts
• No charitable deduction for this gift:

“Donor directs that the gift made under this agreement in the amount of
$100,000 shall be used solely for the purpose of providing scholarship and
financial assistance to John Doe so as to attempt to alleviate the current
financial hardship suffered by John Doe in his quest to become a doctor.”
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IMPERMISSIBLE GIFT RESTRICTIONS

• Test for Deductibility with Gift Restrictions
•

To determine whether a gift is earmarked, the IRS will review the gift agreement; correspondence
between the donor and the donee organization; and the donee organization’s mission statement,
stated purposes, and fundraising literature

•

Rev. Rul. 62-113
•

The test is whether the organization has full control of the donated funds and discretion
as to their use, so as to ensure that they will be used to carry out its functions and
purposes

• To ensure deductibility, the IRS suggests the following language in the donor’s gift
agreement or transmission letter:
“This contribution is made with the understanding that the donee organization has complete control and administration over the use of the donated
funds.”
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IMPERMISSIBLE GIFT RESTRICTIONS

• Common examples of a donor’s desire to have control:
•

Selection of Scholarship Candidates

•

Selection of fellowship candidates

•

Selection of finalists or candidates for an academic competition

•

Intimate involvement in the organization, coordination and determination of an academic curriculum
•

What about an institution’s academic freedom?

• Remember
•

Completed gift = relinquishment of all control and dominion over the gift

•

Donors cannot be intimately in the determination of the use of the assets once a gift is completed
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AVOIDING AND MANAGING
LITIGATION
• Consider the previously discussed provisions in order to
avoid litigation
• In the event the drafted provisions in the gift agreement are
insufficient to address the conflict, various factors must be
addressed in managing litigation
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AVOIDING LITIGATION
• As previously discussed:
• Provisions should clearly outline the purpose of the gift, including
changed circumstances
• Provide for alternative if circumstances change (avoid cy pres)

• Be aware of funding formula provisions and effect as
determined by IRS
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AVOIDING LITIGATION:
FUNDING FORMULA PROVISIONS
• Formula transfer clause
• Limits amount transferred to the donee
• Transfer fractional portion of an asset, with the fraction described by a formula

• Formula allocation clause
• Allocates amount transferred of a particular asset among donees who are taxable and
non-taxable

• See Christainsen
• See McCord v C.I.R., 461 F.3d 614 (5th Cir. 2006), rev’g, 120 T.C. 358 (2003)
• Petter v. Commissioner, T.C. Memo. 2009-280
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AVOIDING LITIGATION:
FUNDING FORMULA PROVISIONS
Estate of Christiansen v. C.I.R. – Formula Allocation Clause: Partial disclaimer of a fixed dollar amount
•

Tax Court held for Estate (130 T.C. 1) (2008); 8th Cir. Court of Appeals affirmed (586 F.3d 1061) (2009)

•

Decedent’s only child, who was also executor of the Estate, disclaimed her interest in the estate “as finally determined for federal
estate tax purposes” as to all amounts over $6.35 million. Decedent’s Will provided that 25% of any disclaimed amounts were to go
to a charitable foundation.

•

Following an IRS examination of the values reported on the Estate Tax Return (Form 706), the parties settled the examination
resulting in an increase in the value of the Estate. The result was that, due to the disclaimer, an increase in the Estate would result in
an increase in the deductible charitable amount.
•

The Commissioner challenged both the validity of the disclaimer and the amount reported as the estate's overall value.

•

Tax Court was split in decision, with several judges consenting in part or dissenting in part for various different reasons

•

Tax Court Holding: The entire value of the property passing to the Foundation—including the increased amount passing to the
Foundation because of the increased valuation of the gross estate—was held to be deductible because the disclaimer of that property is a
qualified partial disclaimer under Sec. 2518, and because no public policy bars increasing the amount of that deduction.

•

Court of Appeals for 8th Circuit – Affirmed Tax Court holding
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AVOIDING LITIGATION:
FUNDING FORMULA PROVISIONS
Wandry v. Commissioner, T.C. Memo 2012-88 (Mar. 26, 2012) –
Formula Transfer Clause in Gift
• First time that Tax Court allows formula transfer clause where there is no
charitable beneficiary
• IRS has said that it will not follow the Wandry formula decision
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MANAGING LITIGATION
• Oversight by Attorney General’s office
• Donor alive vs deceased
• Interested persons
• Cy pres proceeding
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MANAGING LITIGATION:
ATTORNEY GENERAL’S OFFICE
• Attorney General has oversight of charitable bequests,
charitable organizations, and not-for-profits
• In some jurisdictions, AG must be notified if a charity is a
beneficiary under a Will or Trust
• AG’s purpose is to protect the charity and to protect the
public
• AG may object or not object to a petition
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MANAGING LITIGATION:
DONOR ALIVE VS DECEASED
• If donor is living:
• Certain jurisdictions allow donor to modify terms of charitable
instrument
• May be able to adjust terms of gift agreement with charitable
organization

• If donor is deceased:
• Changed circumstances may require court intervention (cy pres) if
not clearly outline in gift agreement
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MANAGING LITIGATION:
INTERESTED PERSONS
• If gift terms are modified, whether pursuant to the gift
agreement or cy pres proceeding, consider interested
persons who may object or be impacted by the
modification
• Acceleration of interest to another charity or to individuals

• Reallocation of interests among various beneficiaries,
whether charitable or not
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MANAGING LITIGATION:
CHANGED CIRCUMSTANCES
• Cy pres
• Court proceeding in which petitioner seeks to deviate from the provisions in
the gift instrument.

• Statutory in some states; common law in other states

• Attorney General is an interested party and his/her position on
modification may be influential to Court
• When to use cy pres:
• Valid charitable gift or instrument, such as a trust or charitable corporation
• No alternative provision in gift instrument if purpose/intention of gift has
become unlawful or impossible to carry out
• Donor has a general charitable intention, as well as intention to benefit the
particular charitable purpose donor designated
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THANKS! ANY QUESTIONS?
Jennifer V. Abelaj, Esq., CPA
Davidoff Hutcher & Citron LLP
646-428-3276
jva@dhclegal.com
Twitter: @jvataxnlaw

Anta Cisse-Green, Esq., LLM
NYU Langone Health
646.754.7385
Anta.CisseGreen@nyulangone.org

John R. Wiktor
Horwood Marcus & Berk
Chartered
312-242-3305
jwiktor@hmblaw.com
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